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The Finest Dartboard Ever, Is Now On Sale!
The Domestic Sales of Home Use Dartboard “DARTSLIVE-100S” Has Started
DARTSLIVE Co., Ltd (HQ: Shibuya, Tokyo, CEO: Shintaro Takaya, hereinafter called “DARTSLIVE”), a company
that operates network services for DARTSLIVE commercial electronic darts machine, is pleased to announce the
domestic sales of “DARTSLIVE-100S”, which is the first home use dartboard product for DARTSLIVE, from May
2011.
“DARTSLIVE-100S” is a home use dartboard produced by DARTSLIVE ASIA Ltd., which is a subsidiary of
DARTSLIVE, and has received a favorable review since its percale in Hong Kong.
Adopting the knowledge cultivated through the marketing of commercial electronic darts machine,
“DARTSLIVE-100S” have been installed varieties of functions to enable each of our custom to experience a
“full-blown” game experiment. The release of “DARTSLIVE- 100S” will be the first experiment ever for DARTSLIVE
to sell home use dartboard.

Features of『DARTSLIVE-100S』
■Worldwide Standard 15.5 inch Target Area offers the firm hold and removal of darts
Wobbly target segments problem which was commonly found with home use dartboards is now fixed.
As shock absorbers are built in to reduce the sound impact and noise, you can enjoy your darts practice with DARTSLIVE 100S
without irritating your neighbors.

■A large LCD provides “Superb Visibility”!
The enlarged main score display and sequential game score presentation enables you to check the order of players, game progress
and option settings at ease.

■Dynamic Sound Effects create full-blown game environment!
Dynamic and high quality sound sources of commercial electronic darts machine “DARTSLIVE2” has been specially arranged for
DARTSLIVE-100S.
The powerful sound effects of BULL and AWARD will stir up the games and bring true darts excitement to your home!

【Package Includes】
Dartboard, Dedicated AC Adapter, 6 Soft-Tip Darts & Extra Tips, 4 Screws, Warranty, Operation Manual
【Release Date】9th May, 2011
【MSRP】¥18,690 (tax-included)
【Qualifying Age】Over 16 years old
【Agency】DARTSLIVE STORE（http://store.dartslive.jp/）and others
【Official Website】http://store.dartslive.jp/electronic_darts_board/

In future, DARTSLIVE will continue to provide a world of entertainment full of fresh and new ideas.
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